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I was looking for the Mac equivalent of the Windows GetAsyncKeyState() function so that I could check to see if certain
keys were pressed when launching Bibble. I ran across a helpful post here that tells you how to do it using the
GetKeys() function (scroll to the end to find the useful stuff). It looks like that was taken from an Apple example,
SampleButtonPlugin , found here. This post is a bit technical and is mainly for my own future reference. Read on for
more...
Here is the relevant code listing:

UInt8 PushButtonStatus()
{
KeyMap theKeys;
KeyMap f5Key = { 0x00000000, 0x0000000C, 0x00000000, 0x00000000 };
GetKeys(theKeys);
return (0 == memcmp(theKeys, f5Key, sizeof(KeyMap)));
}

The Apple docs for GetKeys states the following: The KeyMap type is interpreted as an array of 128 elements, each
having a Boolean value. Each key on the keyboard or keypad corresponds to an element in the KeyMap array. The index
for a particular key is the same as the key&rsquo;s virtual key code minus 1. For example, the key with virtual key code
38 (the &ldquo;J&rdquo; key on the Apple Keyboard II) is the 38th element in the returned array. A KeyMap element is
true if the corresponding key is down and false if it isn&rsquo;t. The maximum number of keys that can be down
simultaneously is two character keys plus any combination of the five modifier keys.I'm not sure where to find the virtual
key code definitions so the easiest way to find the KeyMap that you're after is to just run the GetKeys function while
holding down the keys that you're after and save the returned KeyMap. FYI, the KeyMap for the Shift key is 0x00000000,
0x01000000, 0x00000000, 0x00000000. Also, the function is noted as Legacy but it works. If anyone knows of a newer
function that does the same thing then please let me know.
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